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About This Game

Pixel Gear is a pixel style VR shoot-em-up game with a variety of humorous cartoon monsters and ghosts as enemies. Use your
skills and weapons to defeat them, gain energy and apply your skills wisely to slow down the time and load infinite bullets.

Observe the environment carefully. Do not miss the ghosts with stealth abilities as they can supply tons of magical items to help
you. Keep on shooting, in the pixel battle field!

Offline multiplayer mode（1-4 players） is very fun with your friends! Join the coin snatching madness!
One player wears VR headset and is positioned with a gun in the center of a large play area. Other players (up to 3 others)

control NPC character models with controller and spawn within a crowd of computer-controlled characters.
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Title: Pixel Gear
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Geronimo Interactive
Publisher:
Geronimo Interactive
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 equivalent or higher

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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This is one of my favorite indie games!
You control this flying ship which speeds up when you fly downwards and slows down when you fly upwards. So you have to
use momentum and your surroundings (like cannons and bouncy platforms) to your advantage. It feels really nice to glide
through the levels with your ship.
Now let's get to where the game really shines: It has the most excellent level design. Almost every level has multiple ways to
beat it and there's a lot of hidden trophies. The levels are pretty varied, some are like puzzle where you have to find the right
order to push blocks and unlock switches, others are about finger dexterity, where you navigate your ship through narrow
corridors and evade moving hazards.
I also loved the speedrunning aspect of the game, every level has a highscore table where it shows you how fast you were
compared to everybody else. I made it my goal to get into the top 1000 of every level and I had a lot of fun figuring out the
fastest way to beat each level.. Really challenging puzzle game. And literally a puzzle game. With your little puppet hiding
behind the defenses to complete the puzzle in time and a fun mainscreen game. Also, it features a way to turn those zombies off
if they get on your nerves =D. Honestly, I have to disagree with what the others of said. I took the time out to try and play the
boss battle characters and I don't find them "Barely Playable". To be honest, it said in the description you only get these
characters for the battle mode, either online or offline, nothing else. If you wanted something else, it's you're own fault for not
paying attention.

Would I recommend it? Well, Honestly, Yes. I came from playing this on the DS where I thought using the boss powers would
be pretty cool, and honestly, it was. They're pretty much situational like the other powers, but that keeps up the theme of the
powers y'know? As for being unable to control two of the powers, if you actuallly use it and pay attention to the damage, you
really don't need to; and on that note, can you technically control Aidan's power? Only if you place walls at certain locations, but
it's rather lackluster in the "control" department, but no one's complaining about that now are they? Not every power has to be a
freaking super arrow FFS. If you're looking for any kind of backstory on the bosses, you'll need to actually play the main story
where you learn about them. For what it's worth which is very little, I do recommend the dlc for anyone who wants to battle the
npc or online people with said bosses. Especially since it's on a discount of about 1.50$ at the time of this review.

OH, and on a side note, I never noticed the powers not having sounds? So, there's that where people are just harping on it.
Carlyle really makes a nasty noise when he launches that bile. Probably not going to play him again....but woo on the Ludmilla
spider swarm.
. Filmed it for my crappy games series on YouTube (Bubbalicious Gaming)....and I yawned the whole way through...it isn't bad,
just extremely boring. I've played this game for a good few years and it's definitely unique MMO experience, but with many
problems making it hard to recommend. The power creep released new characters, sometimes being cash shop only, left a bad
taste. This game required a lot of time investment as a F2P player and to enjoy high-end content you really had to spend money
for upgrading gear to acceptable levels the games PVE content required.. Despite obvious glitches, lags, bugs, graphical issues,
questionable design choices, poor level construction, tedious storytelling, clunky animations, bad controls and dated style, this is
a positive review.. A charming VN with excellent artwork.. I recommend this route for its scenery and high detailed towns.The
up an down grades makes for a enjoyable drive.
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Adds nice music for $2.50. Good purchase.. A great *beeping* game! You guys deserve the *beeping* support!. EDIT: Okay,
with over 200 hours on this game, I think it's a little hypocritical of me to keep my review negative. It's a fun and challenging
game. Changing the dimensions of the grid means you have to change strategies. It's addictive. My rant below is still valid, but if
you can overcome this issue there really isn't any other problems with the game.

ORIGINAL REVIEW: I am downvoting this game for one specific reason: there is no undo button. When you are looking at a
30x30 grid or bigger, it is easy to accidentally mark boxes in the wrong row or column. So let's say you marked about six or
seven boxes in the wrong column, and then you realize your mistake. Which boxes did you just click? You don't want to unclick
previously marked boxes because you did the logic for those twenty minutes ago! It's almost impossible to not ragequit when
this happens.

Otherwise, this is a great logic game. I like the fact that the solution pattern doesn't make a picture. (However, I understand why
purists are upset at a picross game with no "pic".) I wish it were more user friendly.

BTW, if someone were to create a sudoku game with 16x16 and 25x25 grids, I'd be all over that. BUT IT HAS TO HAVE AN
UNDO BUTTON.. I love mosaics and this game is perfect for me. Very beautiful, colorful and challenging. Really enjoying it. I
recommend!!!

10/10. Right, having put in a lifetime of work in this, I can simply say, this is NOT the same as the real thing
This is a simulator, not a STIMULATOR

Shove a Snake up ur bottom and you will understand what I mean

Now how do I score this? becuase it's based on me, I'll give it much points, ONLY because it shows you how to do things,
thanks for reading
. Have you ever imagined Masked Shooters can implement a Battle Royale mode? Me neither. Awesome Game!!!. you will
learn more of history and important figures in the history of humanity than in school!! maybe you can be the best president of
your country if you can beat the game in the upper difficulty!. DO NOT BUY!

I was so happy to be able to buy a new game. Especially one involving planes and building your own business,
But alas I cannot even play this game, i am constantly circiling to the left, i have unplugged all my controllers to no avail. It has
made this game un-playable.

i am seriously dissapointed, there is absolutly NO modification ability to controls whatso ever. there is no help on the forums,
the is no help from any one. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. it is absolute crap. if the devs decide to update this game, then i will
review my review. but atm. this is absolutly un-playable. i want my money back!

PROS - cant tell you as i cant play the game

CONS - yes i was conned. conned out of \u00a37 for such a poor quality game.
 - No controller support
 - No ability to customise your own controlls

Seriously do yourself a favor. steer clear of this game. If you want a game that offers a simular profile of building your own
airline, go for air hauler. (for FSX) or Cargo Pilot (for FSX)

Until this game is seriously modified by the dev team, i have no interest in changing my review.. Loved replaying this gem,
oringinally purchased each episode waiting patiently for each release was thrilled to see it on Steam

The game is full of humour from a very witty developer.

Hoping this isn't the last we see of our gardener Duncan and his wheelbarrows
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